2016 ARCHERY RULES * PEASE READ THEM *
COMPETITION (Saturday and Sunday)
Entrance Fee: Aerial Archery-$5.00 Animal Archery-$5.00 Peewee(10 & under) FREE
9:00 AM TO 12:00 PM ANIMAL SHOOT
12:30 PM - AERIAL ARCHERY (flu-flu arrows provided)
Please inspect your equipment before the shoot and know how to use it. Ask for help and advice if
you need to. Many knowledgeable people are glad to help any way possible.
Period correct clothing and accoutrements required for competition. Finger tabs, gloves and
arm guards need to be natural, period materials with no plastic, snaps, Velcro, etc.
Course must be shot in groups of 3 or more to aid in scoring and arrow retrieval.
Target must be shot from behind the description stake at each target.
Help other shooters by watching where arrows go to save time and reduce lost arrows.
All found arrows need to be returned to the owner or archery table.
Bows must be made of natural materials with no bamboo or unnatural backings or laminations.
Arrows must be of natural materials with no plastic nocks or fletching. (Wood dowels are OK but
must have self nocks)
Arrow points may be field type, round shouldered flat metal (no sharp edge), bone or wood. (No
broad head types or barbed tips) We don’t want to ruin the targets.
Bow strings may be natural or unnatural materials for safety’s sake.
Every target is a 2 shot target so bring enough arrows; retrieval of arrows ends that target for the
shooter. Have some extras.
SCORING; Scoring points listed at each target.( Pay attention as they differ between targets)
(Arrow must stick in and remain in target until removed to count)
Please be safe, don’t stand to the arrow side of a shooter. (Arrows DO break!)
Everyone please watch for any unsafe situation or shooters down range and call cease fire in event
of any unsafe situation.
Decisions of the range master are fair and final. Have fun and good luck!

I have read the rules, understand them and agree to honor them.
______________________________________________________________________________
Print name and date

______________________________________________________________________________
Address and phone

Signature (of parent if shooter is under 18 yrs of age)

(Must be presented to the range signed, dated and stamped in order to compete,
at which time you will be given a score card)

